Instruction Manual

⚠ WARNING

CHOKING HAZARD
Small parts can be swallowed and block the
airway. Cords can wrap around neck and pose a
strangulation hazard. Do not allow children under
the age of 3 to use this product. Use adult
supervision at all times.
FIRE HAZARD
Keep all flame and heat sources away from
teepee fabric.
Assembly and usage guidelines:
• Adult assembly required
• Adult supervision required at all times
• Ages 3+
• Intended for general indoor child play only

Parts List
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A

B

C
D
E
F

A - Teepee Fabric (x1)
B - Pole Segments (x10)
C - Pole Connectors (x5)

D - Pole Cap (x5)
E - Twinkle Lights
F - Battery Box
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Iron Fabric

1. During shipping, the fabric has become wrinkled.
2. Iron the fabric with a standard clothing iron to
remove the wrinkles.
3. When ironing, use low heat and iron from the
interior side of the fabric.
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Pole Assembly

1. Connect each pole segment to any other pole
segment, using a pole connector. This requires a
LOT of force. Twisting the poles during insertion
will help. Tightness prevents teepee collapse.
2. Ensure 1 pole cap is on each assembled pole.
3. Insert poles into fabric sleeves from the bottom of
the teepee. Pole cap should remain on bottom.
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Stand Up Teepee

1. Stand up the teepee and spread out the bottom
of the poles.
2. At the top of the teepee, layer the poles to have
each rest on top of the pole immediately next to it.
Do not use a disorderly arrangement.
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Tie Poles at Top

1. At the top of the teepee, wrap the tie-down
straps around the poles several times.
2. Tie the straps to each other to secure the poles.
3. It’s OK to wrap around fewer times to allow the
tied straps to look cute.
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Install Batteries

1. Open battery box. The cover slides off in the
direction indicated on the box.
2. Install 3 AA batteries in the order indicated by
the imprints inside of the battery compartment.
3. Close lid on battery box.
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Operating Lights

1. OFF - Lights remain off.
2. TIMER - Lights stay on for 30 minutes, then turn off.
3. ON
- Lights remain on.
Note: Lights can last a long time on batteries! For
example, Costco’s “Kirkland” brand of batteries can
last 7 continuous days before lights start to go dim.
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Attach Lights to Teepee
uncoil
wires
curl
velcro
around
wire

1. Stretch out the light cords to uncoil.
2. Place the battery box and black wire encasing
into the pocket at the top of the teepee.
3. Using one light strip at a time, wrap each light
strip with Velcro strips that are inside the teepee
along the fabric pole sleeve seams.
3. Each pole sleeve should hold one light strip by
using 4 Velcro strips - there are 20 Velcro strips.

Having trouble?

Sorry, this process may not be intuitive :(

Here are some tips:
- Try to straight out the wires outside of teepee
- To attach to teepee, start at the top and work
your way down the pole to each Velcro strip
- Curl the Velcro around the wire
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Teepee Care

Teepee Fabric:
• Teepee fabric is made of 100% cotton and is
machine washable.
• Wash with cold water and all-purpose detergent
on a normal wash cycle.
Batteries:
• Use AA batteries.
• Do not mix old and new batteries.
• Do not mix alkaline, standard (carbon-zinc), or
rechargeable batteries.
• Remove batteries during weeks-long periods
of non-use.
Poles:
• If poles become splintered or broken, discontinue
use and discard immediately

It’s super important to me that you feel good about this purchase. If you
need support or want to chat, please contact me at gina@heartcraftgirl.com.
Want to help out a #mompreneur? I would really appreciate your honest
review on Amazon. The little time you spend writing a review ends up
being a tremendous help to my small business! :)

